
PIRATE RADIO ESSAY

In the s, ships like Radio Caroline and the M.V. Mi Amigo, anchored just outside British territory in international waters,
broadcast rock 'n'.

It is actually a significant example of how the offshore radio generation and its battles have utterly transcended
Left and Right, in the process redrawing the British political map, that when he wrote that Johnson was a
puritan socialist, not the staunch right-winger he became in later years. With the ship about to be closed down
by the Marine Broadcasting Offences Act, each DJ makes a little speech on what he's learnt from working on
Radio Rock, while "Nimrod" from Elgar's Enigma Variations plays on the soundtrack. In the field of music, it
was hamstrung by agreements with the Musicians' Union that restricted the use of commercial recordings in
order to safeguard the livelihoods of its members. After two hours in the company of these DJs, we feel that
Davy Jones's locker is the offshore studio best suited to their talents. MC 1: "Cackooo Crew! Amazingly, Don
FM actually managed to do this, if only briefly. The embrace of Right-wing ideas by these iconic figures
somehow legitimised the wider expression of such views, and made the generation who had been politically
homeless since feel that they now had a home after all. When the DTI comes down hard on a particular pirate
station, it can lose a transmitter each weekend, sometimes several. It would now be completely unthinkable for
something so popular with the mass audience to be proscribed without an adequate alternative being provided.
MC 1: "Buzzin' hard! The result was an explosion of piracy; by , there were over stations nationwide, and 60
in the London area alone. The smarter pirate stations will have attached a cut-out switch to the door, which
cuts the power supply and breaks the link. Just imagine an American administration turning off your rock and
forcing you to listen only to NPR. Dave, a chunky heartbreaker. You're at the cutting edge of a cultural
revolution, but you're anchored outside the U. Here we have a classic example of just how vast the gap
between the two groups of Tory supporters was. Going off the air voluntarily in , the station applied for and
won a Restricted Service Licence. Clearly, this was an area in which Tory traditionalists were willing to
embrace Socialists as allies of convenience although of course most of them would never have admitted it in
the Cold War climate so as to maintain the culture and society they wanted. Hold on, Ifans is Welsh. Or three.
The politics of offshore radio Robin Carmody 9 April tbs. Rush with this, learn to mix! In , for instance,
several Centerforce DJ's were arrested for Ecstasy dealing; accusations of gangster ties and coded, on-air drug
transactions, were often been levelled at the 'ardkore pirates. Dozens of little boats put out from east coast
ports, steered by bunches of pubescent girls to save the heroic DJs from a watery grave. Harold Wilson's
Labour government sought to suppress them, its chief agent being the postmaster general, Anthony
Wedgwood Benn, then as now something of a zealot. Aside from the conspicuous lack of songs from The
Beatles, which no doubt stems from the pricey rights to their music library, the soundtrack will make a
wonderful introduction to British rock for the young rebel in your family. The word "Don", with all its Mafia
connotations, entered junglist slang via Jamaican dancehall, where it refers to anyone who's supreme in their
field, anyone who's "runnin' t'ings". Indeed, I have had more letters on this subject than on any other in the 13
years I have been MP for Haltemprice. He's on summer holiday and is rather uncertain in the midst of this
hotbed. Now that he has turned his attentions to the s, the time he moved from prep school to Harrow, the
result has as much connection with the period as The Flintstones has with the Stone Age. You can have as
many mid-points as you like. The second, a complacent picture about indulgent slackers, was the harbinger of
the Reagan years and a signal that American students were returning to harmless fun and the imbecility of
fraternity life after the rebellious 60s. Although dance bands had transmitted live from West End hotels in the
's, the idea of broadcasting from boats was pioneered by the Danes and Swedes in the late '50's. And neither
film has anything resembling Curtis's most excruciatingly sentimental scene. The cut-off switches and other
alarms and booby-traps, he says, are "more to guard against other pirates stealing your transmitters.


